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Single and Double Fingerposts
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The Via sign system is a stylish yet cost effective 
range of wayfinding signage. The modular 
system comprises fingerposts, monoliths and 
wall mounted signs which are constructed 
using robust materials to withstand the 
street environment. Each product can be 
customized to suit a variety of settings.

The Via system can:
• provide wayfinding information to 

pedestrians in busy areas
• coordinate transport information, with places 

of interest and distance / walking time
• denote different regions through distinct 

finials with unique colors or custom designs
• be easily maintained with a proprietary 

retention socket mounting system

A wide array of customization options makes 
Via a versatile, cost effective and flexible 
system to suit your brand’s needs. Use 
color coding to tie locations to maps and 
customize the pole with paint or engraving 
to tie in your branding.

Modular fingers can be replaced if 
information changes or the sign is 
damaged. And the shot peened stainless 
steel posts are extremely durable, resistant to 
scratching and provide low reflectivity.



VIA SYSTEM FINGERPOSTS
Details
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Fingerposts allow you to display a large 
amount of directional information clearly 
and succinctly. Each post can carry up to five 
fingerposts at intervals of 45 degrees. 

Double depth fingerposts have all the 
benefits of standard fingerposts with 
additional capacity for dual language text 
provided by the 6” deep fingers. Fingers 
can be finished with anti-graffiti lacquer for 
protection. 

SINGLE DOUBLE

POSTS 316 stainless steel satin polished or shot peened or  
304 stainless steel polyester powder coated

FINGERS

Extruded aluminum with either powder coated or anodised finish

Up to 5 levels of single depth  
fingersposts positioned at variables  
of 45 degrees

Up to 3 levels of double depth fingerposts 
positioned at variables  
of 45 degrees

GRAPHIC TYPE 
OPTIONS

Text & icons can be in vinyl, screen printed or engraved

FINIAL Standard caps or custom finial

SIZE See above

FIXINGS Using either a standard bolted plate system or with a  
proprietary mounting system for easy maintenance 


